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Thinkers

An interesting question…

What traits describe a person that commands
your highest respect?
(check boxes & write below)
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Healthy
Physically Fit
Generous
Helpful
Chivalrous
Nice but Tough
Thoughtful
Creative
Humorous
Fashionable but Understated
Cool but Kind

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Informed but Not Opinionated
Wise but Down-to-Earth
Wealthy but not Showy
Environmentalist
Capitalist / Entrepreneurial
Philanthropist
Spiritual/Religious
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

A more interesting question…

What traits describe the person YOU want to be
in this world? (hint - look above)
“…if we answer this question from a place of no fear, anything’s
possible, belief in a higher plan for ourselves, and nothing can stop us,
we’d likely come up with a list that is very similar to, if not identical to,
the one we just created. Interesting introspection, right? This is how
we want ourselves to be, do, act, and think in a perfect world. Goalsetting can go on for hours but without an ideal, higher vision of who
we want to be at our core, from a place of no fear and divine Higher
Self, our goal-setting is often not in alignment with our true heart’s
desires and higher visions of ourselves.”
(Drive Me To Think, p.50, Amazon ©2013)
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Are you the person you want to be yet? Are you close?
Are you getting closer?
You may have heard that our thoughts and emotions shape our lives
via the Law of Attraction (LOA); negative thoughts attract lack and
frustration in life while positive thoughts attract your desires.
Driving, like taking a shower, induces alpha brain wave activity –
effortless alertness – a near perfect LOA state.

That said, what do you think about when you drive?
What is your most common emotion?
Most of us tend to become impatient, contentious and judgmental
when we drive. We despise the left-lane-slowpoke while wishing
doom upon the speeding, weaving NASCAR wannabe.

Why do we change when we’re behind the wheel? What
is it costing us in life?
We change because driving is inherently competitive and separates
us from normal human-to-human contact. It can be described as a
second level of separation from our true Selves.
“Suddenly, other cars on the road are just objects in our way as
opposed to real people driving- some older, some younger, some
scared to death, some just looking for a turn, and some in a bigger
rush than even we are…crazy, I know.”
(Drive Me To Think, p.30, Amazon ©2013)

THIS IS NOT WHO WE TRULY ARE!
In most cases, we’ve done to someone else exactly what we’re getting
angry about them doing now. Let’s become aware of this right now
and ask this one question to ourselves when we feel agitation rising:

Have I EVER done that?
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Ask yourself again, Have I EVER done that?
If you have EVER done that – when you were younger or when you
were late for that job interview – then you can let it go. Forgive,
because not forgiving is costing us everything we want to do, be and
have in our lives.
[] COMMITMENT #1
When a fellow, struggling human seems to wrong me on the
road, I will honestly answer the question above and let it go.
(Please check the box to signify your commitment.)

KEY - Let each agitation prompt forgiveness and remind
us to re-focus on our ‘Success Vision’.*
IMPORTANT– Always keep your primary attention on driving.
* SUCCESS VISION (Do not do the following while driving.)
Take a few minutes to set-up a visual scene in your mind that
represents pure joy and success regarding what you want to do, be
and have in your life. Make it believable for now, you can ramp it up
after you BELIEVE. In the scene, be doing something that evidences
you have become that higher self you want to be: helping, speaking,
business owner, charity, travel, new boat, new house, wealth, love,
clothing, award, etc. Make it colorful, inspiring, and detailed!
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There are two very real, very dangerous human traits
that tend to emerge when we drive:
1. The Hate Urge - the desire to find something wrong, despise
its source, make our hate known, and get even. - ROAD
RAGE
2. The thought that “It won’t happen to me.” - DISTRACTED
DRIVING
The Hate Urge is an actual human survival trait; it is something to be
aware of and to overcome- a life challenge. As an embedded
instinct, it is nothing to feel guilty about, and more importantly,
nothing to hold against someone else; while driving and in life.
Conversely, the thought that “It won’t happen to me.”, as a semiconscious path to looking at our phones while driving, is not only
arrogant, it is selfish beyond words.
From delaying drivers behind us, to actually causing a fatal accident;
distracted driving is selfish and heartless. As such, it cripples our
positive attraction, and worse, it hurts our inner opinion of
ourselves, our self-worth. It literally cuts us off from all forms of
abundance flowing into our lives.
[] COMMITMENT #2
For the sake of my
family, other families,
and my own life, I will
not even consider
looking at my phone
while driving and be
proud of myself for
following through.
(Please check the box
to signify your
commitment.)
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Do you want to end your personal experiences
with any form of Road Rage? Then WAVE!!!!!
Here is a mini-miracle on Earth that you can experience today! The
next time you’re driving and you do something that may be viewed
as a slight to another driver, wave into your rearview mirror as if to
say, “Sorry, my fault”.
What may have been some tailgating or even high beaming
miraculously becomes a backing-off of appreciation. Wave to
apologize, wave to thank, wave, wave, wave; then watch and FEEL
the results. Let these instances, too, remind you of your Success
Vision (p. 4)
Here is the not-so-mini-miracle: Your wave, through The Butterfly
Effect, actually has eternal peace properties. It is literally an eternal
wave of vibrational peace, joy, and abundance. Do it; FEEL it and be
proud of yourself for following through.

You just created two “Moment Opportunities”?
A “Moment Opportunity” is simply an anticipated occurrence
coming into the now. We are completely conscious of it and we
either act on it or fail to. Failing to keeps us where we are in life at
best; at worst, it’s an accident, a DWI, life-long guilt, etc.
If you checked the two boxes earlier – or even mentally agreed – you
created future “Moment Opportunities”, two crossroads. You will
either follow through, re-focus on your Success Vision and allow
abundance into your life, or you won’t...it’s that simple!
“Wow, such big implications for such a seemingly insignificant
moment.” Well, it is insignificant because being cut-off by someone in
a rush happens about ten times in a 20-minute commute on the Long
Island Expressway. Seriously, it’s not insignificant at all, it’s
everything. Our reaction in that moment, that now, tells us exactly
what’s going on inside our minds, which is our “everything creator”.
(Drive Me To Think, p.53, Amazon ©2013)
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It will be difficult at first; you’ll feel the judgment and anger
rising. Will you ask the question? Will you forgive and refocus? Will you not touch your phone?
Our answers to these questions choose a path. Not just while we’re
driving; they choose a life path. We practice while driving – where it
is often more difficult – and implement in life…and yes, you are
saving lives along the way!

Forgiveness in traffic saves lives; forgiveness in life
saves souls.” -K. Scott
If you’ve committed herein and have the intention to try, let us be
the first to welcome you to self-awareness, higher consciousness
and manifestation of the things you want to do, be and have in your
life. One thing is for sure, your very own “Moment Opportunity” is
just around the proverbial corner; you can do it!

SOMEONE WRONGS YOU

I WRONG SOMEONE

I (or friends) have done that.
Forgive then Success Vision

WAVE!!! “Sorry, my fault.”
Enjoy the miracle then Success Vision

Notice the change in how you
FEEL while driving and in your
life; which do you prefer?

MY PHONE RINGS OR ALERTS
I refuse to look & risk lives!!!
Proud of Self then Success Vision

You will soon find yourself looking forward to driving/commuting
because you have transformed it from agitation and stress to
forgiveness and attraction. You will be miraculously grateful for the
once hate-inducing slights on the road.
You will arrive at work and at home happy, peaceful, empowered, and
expectant of a new life of love and abundance for you, your family,
and those you have forgiven while driving and in life.
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Facebook.com/DriveMeToThink
Twitter: @DriveMeToThink
1. Post your “Safety & Prosperity” driving experiences to Facebook.com/
DriveMeToThink &/or @DriveMeToThink.
(Be sure to include: #drivemetothink)
2. Like, share & distribute freely.
3. We will constantly be reviewing posts,
sending free gifts, and reaching out with
opportunities.
4. If you know anyone in the auto industry
(insurance, fleet, owner, dealer, etc.),
please recommend DriveMeToThink.com.

Staying peaceful, no matter what,
is both the blessed cause and the
eternal effect; riches will flow,
purpose will inspire, and love will
unfold. Practice it while driving,
choose it always. –K. Scott
Overlay your logo and distribute freely; other changes are prohibited.
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